ISAN is a premier computer educational institution in the country offering high quality and costeffective professional training. Our endeavor has been to engage in Quality Computer Education
and to render ever-satisfactory service to the IT community and there by the Indian society
profitably. The principle business of the company is the provision of IT training in computer
Hardware and Software to meet the ultimate needs of the student community and the corporate
sector.
We started operations in the year 2005 and have continued to grow exponentially since then.
ISAN's business has grown at 65% CAGR year after year. During this phase, ISAN had been
successful in carving its goodwill in the industry. As a result, some of the renowned Fortune 100
organizations rely on ISAN for catering to their manpower requirements. Managed by a young and
dynamic work force, ISAN’s clientele include major Computers Manufacturers, Indian & MNC
Software Development companies, and Government Undertakings, Financial Organizations and
Corporate houses.
Our focus is mainly to train students in the courses, which are industry oriented, and offer the
industry with a pool of well-trained manpower. For a person aspiring to build a career in IT our
courses will open new and greener pastures for high profile career opportunities. Students are
provided with comprehensive courseware, quality training with industry relevant lab exercises
with value additions like Audio and Video sessions, Computer based packages, seminars,
Workshops, Demos and guest lectures by experts in the IT field.
The philosophy of ISAN has been to develop outstanding professionals in Computer Hardware,
Networking and Software to meet the challenges of IT industry. This philosophy in mind, we have
already introduced A+ training in Hardware, N+ Training for Networking, Microsoft, Cisco,
Oracle,vmware,auto
cad,pro-E,Catia,Linux
and
UNIX
Certification
and
AllSoftwareCourseslikeComputerBasics,CLanguage,C++,Java,WebDesigning,.NET,Android,mult
imedia,sql server,php/flash,2d and 3d animations and etc .Incidentally, we are the pioneers to the
internationally certified courses in the country.
ISAN offers unparalleled training solutions through each of its franchisees around the country. The
company is dedicated to providing enriched training solutions to businesses and individuals that
enable lifelong learning.

Starting with the End in Mind
In today's fast paced, technology charged, competitive world, having a business partner that
focuses on achieving your goals and objectives is refreshing - it is also necessary, if you are going
to stay ahead of the curve. At ISAN - we start every business relationship with the end result being
top of mind.

Measurable Results
We are in the business of increasing productivity through people, partnership and
technology and we take that role very seriously. We partner with you, and commit to delivering
value through measurable results.
You will never pay more for our service than you believe to be its ultimate value. Should our
services not meet your expectations fully, you have the right to establish the final price.

Founded on the Principles of Productivity
ISAN was founded with the core principle that organizations and people are at the highest
level of productivity when they are working with the right skills and behaviors, using the best
processes and technologies, and staffed at the right time based on work requirements.
Since ISAN was founded in 2005, we have been concentrating on solving business problems. We
start by analyzing business needs and pinpointing how ISAN can best help to achieve an
organization's strategic intent.
Operating for the past 11 years, we conduct needs analysis, visioning sessions, and understand
business requirements to help improve the productivity of organizations. We cannot help solve a
problem or apply a solution until we can accurately understand your needs.
We aim to achieve optimum productivity, performance and profit standards through effective use
of people.
A formidable part of ISAN's strength and leadership lies in our proven ability to diversify business
offerings in response to the various needs and requirements of the organizations we work with.
Recognized as an Industry leader for our expertise in enabling companies to improve their
profitability and productivity through our Flexible solutions in staffing, permanent recruitment,
Training and Development, and Innovative Technologies, ISAN’s expanded network of services
includes specialized divisions to meet diverse marketplace needs.
While ISAN is identified in the industry as IT Training Company, we are much, much more than
that.
Our experienced team of professionals with a wide range of industry and functional backgrounds
work with you to forge a strong and lasting partnership. At ISAN, we view each client and every
individual we work with in a unique light and tailor-make productivity programs that work.

ISAN’s Core Values
 Exceed service expectations
 Ensure client satisfaction
 Be customer-driven
 Be cost-effective
Why ISAN?
ISAN develops markets and delivers training and instructional products related to
sophisticated information technologies. The company provides its products and services through
instructor-led courses, and corporate training. ISAN markets its services to information

management systems professionals, system integrators, value-added resellers and others with
systems management responsibilities. Please visit our Web site at www.ISANL.CO.UK for
additional information.
Since 2005, ISAN Computer education Centers has grown to become the largest independent IT
training company in IT field in India. We offer more courses, with more affiliations than any other
company in the computer training industry. There are many reasons, but most important are the
Technological, Financial and Quality imperatives
1. We are the pioneers in IT certification training in India.
2. Training with Certified Faculties is a core competency for the last decade. We have an in house
research and development department that interacts with the industry recruiters and experienced
professionals on the field for regular inputs to the course curriculum.
3. Global partnerships with key market leaders like Sun Microsystems, Microsoft, CISCO, Oracle,
HP, SCO, Novell, Apple and VUE to bring the best of the technology under one roof.
4. World-class technical expertise based on our quality instructors & delivery methods ensure
excellent training at our centers and corporate venues.
5. We have implemented large scale projects of Scalable solutions on network consultancy,
software development in India and abroad and have the expertise to back your efforts in these
directions too.
6. Industry-leading custom content development for hands on training in the classroom including
onsite labs for real skill transfer to corporate.
7. Regular upgrades in course contents and course materials in line with the breakthroughs in IT
industry.
8. Reputation for Quality
We have a strong reputation among employers, who hire our graduates as a training organization
that prepares students to evaluate situations, analyze solutions and apply practical knowledge to
produce effective results.
9. Our Faculty and Teaching Methodology
ISAN's faculty of instructors is comprised of Superior, Certified Instructors who are highly skilled,
dedicated professionals who possess expertise in their chosen field, and teach using curriculum
designed to prepare students with real-world, hands-on projects and labs in a blended learning
environment
10. Exam preparatory sessions: ISAN has training and certification resources that provide a unique
learning experience for IT Professionals who are serious about taking the next step in their career.
Exam preparatory sessions ensure that we have the maximum pass percentage in the Training
Industry. The industry's most genuine placement guarantee. For those students and IT
professionals preparing for a certification exam, ISAN exam Prep provides the simulation
environment that can effectively assess your test readiness and prepare you to pass your exam the
first time.
11. Certification and training in less time for less money:
Our goal is to provide the highest quality training that enables a person to start or enhance their
career as an IT professional, in the shortest amount of time. Our difference lies in the quality of our
courses, delivery, infrastructure and instructors.

12. Quality Instruction:
At ISAN, our instructors provide a high quality, interactive and productive learning experience for
students. A rigorous training program ensures that our instructors follow strict guidelines to
consistently deliver a high level of instruction. Our instructors are regularly tested and students
complete an evaluation at the end of each course. We require our instructors to maintain a 92
percent or higher approval rating.
13. Accelerated Training and Certification:
ISAN has developed an innovative method of training that involves hands on experience in a given
technology. The end result is accelerated training that leads to greater retention of subject matter.
The proof of our accomplishments is in having the industry's best success rates on Microsoft,
Cisco and CompTIA certification exams

Strategic Partnerships and Alliances that create True Value
ISAN always seeks partnerships with large, Multinational market leaders in technology and
Education services. We have an executive-level management group dedicated to creating and
servicing strategic relationships. We enter into alliances to impart our students the very best in
technical training on the products or intellectual property of our partners.
ISAN’s alliances with Major International Education service providers ensure that the Training
content ISAN provides is accurate, latest and applicable to the industry requirements always.
Exclusively partnered with CISCO to offer certification programs like CCNA, CCNP, etc.
As Microsoft Solution Provider, ISAN is offering MCPS, MCSE, MCSA, MCITP, MCDBA and
MCSD courses.
ISAN Ltd is the largest partner for SUN Microsystems and have set standards in Solaris training
across India.
ISAN Ltd has recently tied up with Oracle Corporation to impart authorised training on Enterprise
Oracle DBA.
ISAN Ltd has set up a string of Novell education centers based on our status as Novell Education
Academic Partner to offer CNA and CNE certification training for corporate and students.
ISAN Ltd is the only Education partner for SCO for training the Indian corporate and students on
SCO Unix and UnixWare.

Course Objectives
The strength of our curriculum provides depth to every program. Each year, we train over
5,000 students. This provides us with 5,000 opportunities for feedback for our courses. We
integrate this feedback into our training so that it reflects precisely what businesses and individuals
need to know.
ISAN’s course contents empower the students to be productive by giving them the mastery of
knowledge and skills needed to face real-world challenges. Key elements that drive the ISAN
training philosophy:

Productivity Oriented Programs
An analysis of the work performed captures unique aspects of the tasks undertaken and
ensures that the training materials are work-oriented. ISAN incorporates references to business
processes in its training materials, which ensure that the training program assists participants in
performing better on the job.

Industry Relevant Content
ISAN conducts a detailed review of the content to get some ideas about sequencing the
training materials in the course. For example, the building blocks of the content need to be taught
before the finer points. This expertise in crafting content means that it also draws out the finer
points and build skills of all those involved in the training program.

Training Applicability
An analysis of the applicability of training helps determine what effect training can have on
improving performance and what other initiatives might be necessary. If it's learned, for example,
that there are specific hardware or software requirements to the material being taught, ISAN will
ensure that these requirements are addressed during the training session. ISAN is well known for
leading-edge training courses. That dedication to staying ahead of the industry that we train
continues with offerings covering the hottest topics in IT.
Instruction: Our expert instructors develop and support each of our courses. Our instructors aren’t
merely teachers; they’re 200 of premier IT experts. Their real-world expertise is not only prevalent
in the classroom, but shines through in the usability of our high quality corporate Learning
programs.
Content: Our innovative content has been our strength since inception. Leveraging the power and
flexibility of teaching aids like Transparency slides, our courseware allows for training that can be
mixed and matched in just the right amount a student needs to master a skill. Using prescriptive
assessments, students only take the training they need.

Our Partner: Pearson VUE
(Authorised Test centre for International Certifications)
Each year millions of people around the world take an exam with Pearson VUE.
Chances are you, or someone you know, has recently tested with us. Your neighbor, the
computer programmer ... your dad’s business, children’s teacher, real estate agent or college
graduates who wants to go to business school ... all demonstrate their knowledge, skill and
commitment when they test with Pearson VUE.
More than 450 credential owners across the globe choose Pearson VUE to
help develop, manage, deliver and grow their testing programs. From online practice tests to
high-stakes, proctored exams that require the industry’s most secure testing environments,
Pearson VUE is the leader in computer-based-testing and much more.

About ISAN and Pearson vue
We are very glad to say that ISAN is the one of the franchise test center in East
Godavari district and we trained the students for the Pearson vue examination and they can
write there exam in ISAN test center itself so students no need to go for Hyderabad to write
the test.

International Certification Programs by ISAN
Windows MCP, MCSA, MCSE, MCPS, MCDBA, MCITP, MCSD
Microsoft has come up with a winner in Windows 2000 Network operating system. This product is
a result of many years of painstaking research and exemplifies the huge resources at the command
of a Network Administrator. Exclusive features like Active Directory Services are highlights of
this most popular N.O.S that is enjoying a market share of 62% globally. Exchange 2000 and SQL
Server 2000 are the other prominent up gradations by Microsoft and have regained a huge market
share by the aggressive selling and intelligent marketing strategies of Microsoft. Since it is
installed in more organizations, there is a large requirement of certified MCSE, MCSA &
MCDBA.

CISCO Certifications- CCNA, CCNP
Any mention of router refers to Cisco literally in IT industry. Every organization recruits Cisco
certified professionals on internetworking and routing. The demand supply gap has consistently
been growing in this field. ISAN Ltd trains students on CCNA, CCNP.

Checkpoint certifications
Security specialists bear the responsibility for detecting, reacting to and preventing security
incidents, including viruses, worms, denial-of-service attacks, network break-ins, data theft and
more. The job is both reactive and proactive as to ensure the physical security of the network as
well as the security and integrity of corporate data. Businesses regard enhancing enterprise

network security as a strategic priority. The Checkpoint Certified Security Administrator and
Expert (CCSA, CCSE) Program is offered by ISAN to add security skills that are increasingly
valued by employers.

Oracle Database Admin
Oracle is synonymous with Database in IT industry. More than 80% of applications are run on
oracle databases. Oracle certified administrators are in constant demand and ISAN Ltd is confident
of fulfilling the demand for quality Database administrators.

Regular Courses
ASP.NET, C#.NET&VB.NET, Web Designing, SQL DBA, SQL Server, Core Java, ADV Java &
J2EE, ANDROID, iPhone, PHP, Oracle DBA, Testing Tools, C,C ++,VBA Excel, Cloud
Computing, Data Warehousing, Linux Administration, MCSE, MCSA, MCPS, MCPIT, CCNA,
CCNP, CAD, CAM, Pro-E & SAP

Global Partnerships
Apple Computer India
Apple Computer, India tied up with ISAN Ltd. As partners for Hardware Training. The signing on
of ISAN is a sequel to the setting up of an extensive service and support network by Apple in
India. The hardware training offered by ISAN will ensure availability of specialized Mac service
engineers to support the increasing Macintosh installed base.
ISAN is an Apple Authorized Hardware Training Center, which will offer the International level
Apple Tech Support course. A+ certification is backed by a number of leading worldwide and
Indian IT companies. The Apple Mac program of ISAN Ltd has a syllabus with special emphasis
on setting up, installing, network enabling, maintenance and trouble shooting Macintosh hardware.

Microsoft Corporation India Limited
As Microsoft Solution Providers we are setting up Microsoft Certified Technical Education
Centers (CTECs) in India and abroad in the neighborhood.
As a CTEC, ISAN will offer Microsoft Official Curriculum courses both in networking and
software. MCPS, MCSE and MCSD are the international certification courses offered by
Microsoft and are in a great demand worldwide.

Oracle Corporation
We have recently tied up with Oracle Corporation’s Education services to become Oracle
Education Partner. We conduct official Oracle Curriculum courses in Oracle’s most popular
certification track- Oracle Certified DBA.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure enables the delivery of business value. At ISAN we have an ultra modern,
state-of-the-art, fully operational 4 Class Rooms and 4 Labs in the heart of Kakinada town. Fully
equipped with the latest software development tools, hardware platforms, secure communication
servers complemented by a round the clock power back up and dedicated high speed data
connectivity ISAN effectively meets the client needs and specifications.

The facility also provides spacious custom-built training rooms each containing dedicated training
instrumentation for hands-on coaching and several lecture/meeting rooms for presentation style
instruction. The facility offers state-of-the-art library all in a comfortable and professional
environment.

Faculty Profile
Our Success is founded on our highly qualified, professional team of instructors. We have
the best of bread IT professionals, most of whom are certified Professionals in
various technologies with proven industrial experience. Our instructors bring together years
of experience in working for industry leaders. They have knowledge of and in-depth industry
experience in technologies in all the hot areas of today's market -- Internet Technologies, ClientServer applications, Business Application software, Test Automation etc.
At ISAN, we deliver a blend of knowledge, experience, speed and efficiency that is readily
engaged, executed and applied to a market needs or business requirements.
Our training methodology is designed with an objective of bridging the gap between the
knowledge gained from a classroom experience and practical implementation for real world
applications. Our Courteous instructors with excellent presentation and communication skills
added with the combination of technical expertise and real world experience are committed to
deliver in-depth quality training which help students to learn at their pace using well-tailored
training methodology. Our mentoring service is provided before and after a class is delivered. The
instructors assist in development, solve problems and generally bring the concepts presented in
class to reality in the work place. Our instructors provide constant support to the students by
answering their queries through emails and also by one to one session.

Workshops
Workshops support discussion and a collaboration of ideas thus encouraging creativity.
Workshops work well when ideas need to be generated and combined Workshops provide a
corporate view when there are representatives from various industry domains. ISAN offers
workshops in various software technologies catering to various industry domains
Our Workshops can be customized to the needs of corporate organizations where they can request
for a workshop on the required software technologies. ISAN’ also offers a series of workshops that
build on one another. ISAN Workshops are led by highly competent industry drawn IT
experts who impart the best training and share their real time knowledge with the participants. One
of the best features of our workshops is a small instructor-participant ratio which enables the
participant and instructor to have maximum interaction.

Features of ISAN Workshop:
Highly qualified professional team of Instructors
Well defined Course structure to meet the training requirements of the participants.
Support discussion and a collaboration of ideas.
Encourage cooperation among participants.
Customizable Workshops
Tailor the Topics of Workshop
Lab exercises and Supporting Participants workbook.

Have flexibility over length and frequency of sessions.
Small instructor-participant ratio
Weekend workshops to facilitate working professionals.
The workshops are aided by audio- visual teaching methodologies demonstrating a
professional approach.

Corporate & Industrial Training
As organizations seek to optimize their ROI in human capital, ISAN is one of the best
choices for organizations. Our Corporate training programs combine latest theory with a practical
real time interactive delivery style enabling clients to take an active part in their ‘learning’
experience. The goal of corporate training is to develop and enhance
individual competencies which align with the framework of organizations requirements to address
its business challenges.
ISAN partners with organizations to leverage its powerful training expertise in enabling the
organizations to achieve its objective in human capital investments.
Well equipped to perform a thorough and accurate Training Needs Analysis, Enterprise Business
Group (EBG) comprising of a dedicated team of product specialists specialized in various high end
technologies, work with our clients to plan, develop & deliver an effective curriculum that is most
appropriate and deliver optimum value to organizations. Our programs are focused on helping
organizations meet or exceed operational performance goals in terms of Effectiveness,
Efficiency and Excellence. ISAN Technologies has imparted training on various high-end products
to clientele from various Industry sectors, Government organizations, Banks, Financial Institutions
and Software Organizations viz., SATYAM, WIPRO, G.E., INNOVA, ECIL, EXCENSYS,
TECUMSEH, SQL STAR, VERIZON, KEANE INDIA etc.

Placement Assistance Cell:
Committed to build a long lasting relationship with students, ISA provides Placement
assistance to all its students enrolled in the training programs. The vision behind the placement
cell is to identify the student with the right skills and guide him to the right job, thus enabling
a promising career to the student. With our industry expertise, we understand that company's
today require more than a skilled candidate; they reach for employees who are productive, exhibit
a positive attitude and have the ability to become a member of their team, to meet
this ISAN conducts sessions on Personality Development and Communication skills and provides
this as value added service to the students enrolled.

Some of our Recruiters
AC E Indus
ABN Amro
Accenture
Airtel
AOL
Cap Gemini
Centurian Bank of Punjab
Cholamandalam Finance
Cognizant Technology Solutions
Dell
Deutsche Bank
Fidelity India Ltd

I-flex solutions
Infosys Technologies
Intel
Jaypee
Marico
Microsoft Corporation India
Motorola
Oracle Corporation
Philips India
Price Waterhouse Cooper
Reliance
RMSI

Genpact
Godrej Industries
HDFC Bank
Hewlett Packard
IBM India
ICICI Bank
Wipro Technologies

Satyam Computers
Siemens
Standard Chartered Bank
Tata AIG
Tata Consultancy Services
TVS Group
UTI Bank

Our Student’s Selected in Campus Recruitment

Student’s

Student’s

Student’s

Kola Sekhar
TCS, Hyderabad

P.Srinivasa Rao
IBM, Banglore.

Phani Kumar
HCL,Hyderabad

B.Suresh.
TCS, Hyderabad.

Chekuri Srinivas
DELL,Bangalore

G.Ayyappa Swamy
Infosys, Hyderabad

Ch.Mounika.
HCL, Chennai.

P Phani Kumar
EMC2, UK

P Sri Hari
DELL,Bangalore

S.Santha Kumar.
Reliance, Kakinada

G.V.R Kumar.
C.M.S, Kakinada

Kiran.
HCL, Chennai

P Rama Devi
PSS, Kakinada

K.Nagendra Babu.
Suther Lands, HYD

K.Prasanthi
HCL, Hyderabad.

K Srikanth
Imartix, Hyderabad

V Jyothi Swaroopa
C S S, Kakinada

D.Srinivas
IGate. Hyderabad.

S.Vijaya Rathna
Reliance,Vizag.

M.Venkat Kishore.
Infosys, Hyderabad.

Student’s

Mohan Sha.
IBM, Hyderabad

T.Anil Kumar.
Brigade, Hyderabad

G Nirupama
TCS,Chennai

Srikanth.
Infotech. Hyderabad

K Srilakshmi
TCS,Chennai

Sharma
Steel Plant, Vizag

R Kiran Kumar
C.M.S, Kakinada

S S V Prasad
Amazon, Hyderabad

V.Nageswara Rao
IBM, Banglore

V.Venkateswara Rao.
L.N.T, Chennai

B Madhavi
Cyient, Kakinada

M Sateesh
Cyient, Kakinada

P Jagadesh
Accenture, Hyderabad

P Amrutha
Cyient, Kakinada

G Srinivas
TCS, Hyderabad

B Hari Kishore
R F Tech Sol, Kakinada

M.S.V.Murali Krishna
Hallmark Global. KKD

L Rajya Lakshmi
D-Mart, Kakinada

S V Praveen
Wipro, Hyderabad

V Srinivas
Pridhvy Tech, KKD

N S Satya Suryanarayana
Hallmark Global. KKD

N J Mani Kanta
Hallmark Global. KKD

T.Dinesh Kumar
Reliance, Yanam

S Vara Lakshmi
Aditya College, KKD

S Ayub Baba
P S S, Kakinada

P Akhila
Canrapp Soft Sol, KKD

K Sri Devi
Adarsh E College, Divili

Anil
Wipro, Hyderabad

